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By Thomas; Schenk

Sams, 1999. Taschenbuch. Condition: Neu. Gebraucht - Wie neu Unbenutzt. Schnelle Lieferung,
Kartonverpackung. Abzugsfähige Rechnung. Bei Mehrfachbestellung werden die Versandkosten
anteilig erstattet. - Caldera OpenLinux System Administration Unleashed shows you how to
configure and manage an OpenLinux network for optimal performance. This book focuses on the
everyday issues--operational and user--that system administrators must deal with in a 24x7
environment. Advanced topics covered include customizing the kernel, remote access and control,
and intruder security. Much emphasis is given to skills related to running Caldera OpenLinux in a
multi-network environment. Topics include networking in NT, NetWare, and Unix environments, file
system and disk management, backups and disaster recovery, RAID, shells and scripting, system
monitoring and tuning, and internet services. 1120 pp. Englisch.
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This ebook can be well worth a go through, and far better than other. Sure, it can be enjoy, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. I am just
delighted to tell you that this is the greatest book i have got study within my personal daily life and could be he very best publication for actually.
-- Miss Susa na  Windler  DDS-- Miss Susa na  Windler  DDS

This pdf may be worth buying. It is actually filled with knowledge and wisdom Your daily life span will be convert as soon as you comprehensive reading
this article publication.
-- Ms. Ea r line Schultz-- Ms. Ea r line Schultz
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